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The ancient menace has finally escaped from Lalonde, shattering the Confederation's peaceful

existence. Those who succumbed to it have acquired godlike powers but now follow a

far-from-divine gospel as they advance inexorably from world to world. On planets and asteroids,

individuals battle for survival against the strange and brutal forces unleashed upon the universe.

Governments teeter on the brink of anarchy, the Confederation Navy is dangerously overstretched,

and a dark messiah prepares to invoke his own version of the final Night. In such desperate times,

the last thing the galaxy needs is a new and terrifyingly powerful weapon. Yet Dr. Alkad Mzu is

determined to retrieve the Alchemist so that she can complete her 30-year-old vendetta to slay a

star. This means that Joshua Calvert has to find Dr. Mzu and bring her back before the Alchemist

can be reactivated. But he's not alone in the chase, and there are people on both sides who have

their own ideas about how to use the ultimate doomsday device.
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The 'reality dysfunction' has escaped from Lalonde, overrunning several other Confederation worlds

and asteroid settlements, subverting people to its will. On the Kulu Kingdom principality world of

Ombey, Ralph Hiltch, a veteran of Lalonde, organises a desperate battle against the enemy.

Pastoral Norfolk is easy pickings for the menace, but, with help from an unexpected ally, Louise

Kavanagh manages to stay one step ahead of it. Ultra-advanced New California comes under

siege, whilst the decadent Valisk habitat becomes a raging battleground between the subverted and

the habitat's insane controlling personality.As the Confederation goes to a war footing and



unleashes its resources against the new threat, another problem arises. Dr. Alkad Mzu has escaped

from Tranquillity and is now on the run, seeking to complete a thirty-year vendetta to annihilate an

entire star system. Joshua Calvert reluctantly agrees to pursue her, although half the intelligence

agencies in the Confederation are also on the case. Meanwhile, Syrinx recovers from her own

considerable physical wounds but finds her mental recovery to be much harder. At the urging of the

Edenist government, she travels to the Kiint homeworld to find out how they defeated their own

brush with the dysfunction thousands of years ago...The second volume of The Night's Dawn

Trilogy is the direct continuation of The Reality Dysfunction, pretty much picking up the story

immediately. The book has a slightly different focus - Lalonde has been left behind and a couple of

superfluous characters like Kelven Solanki have been rather abruptly jettisoned from the story - but

it's generally a continuation of the same writing style as the first book. Simply put, if you liked the

first book, you'll like this one too.
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